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Abstract. We propose Tangram, a general-purpose high-level language that achieves high performance across architectures. In Tangram, a program is written by synthesizing elemental pieces of code snippets, called codelets. A codelet can have multiple semantic-preserving implementations to enable automated algorithm and implementation selection. An implementation of a codelet can be written with tunable knobs to allow architecture-specific parameterization. The Tangram compiler produces highly optimized code by choosing and composing architecture-friendly codelets, and then tuning the knobs for the target architecture. We demonstrate that Tangram’s synthesized programs are comparable in performance to existing well-optimized codes on both CPUs and GPUs. The language is defined in a concise and maintainable way to improve debuggability and to enable progressive improvement. This strategy allows users to extend their applications and achieves higher performance on existing architectures and new architectures.

1 Introduction

Performance portability has become critical for the adoption of heterogeneous architectures. The current practice is largely a tight coupling of architectures and languages targeting those architectures. As the industry gains increasing momentum toward heterogeneity and parallelism, motivated by the desire to decrease power utilization while increasing performance, the cost of writing, maintaining and porting a code to multiple architectures becomes a substantial economic burden. Architecture-specific optimizations are not necessarily transferable to other architectures, forcing programmers to reinvest in performance optimization. A portable and high performance programming language is therefore desired by both the industry and the research community.

There have been several works to tackle the programming challenge for heterogeneous architectures. First, OpenCL provides an abstract computing model allowing programmers to write portable code. OpenCL is however biased to GPU style programs over other architectures. It has been shown that non-trivial transformations [6, 8–10, 16–19] are required to port OpenCL kernels to other architectures. Since OpenCL code often has embedded architecture-specific optimizations, automating the porting process becomes challenging.

Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) [4, 13, 14] take a different approach by specializing the language with certain types of computation patterns for a particular domain. A DSL compiler translates the high-level computation patterns
to a general language, and potentially can target different architectures with adaptive implementations. Their applicability however is largely confined to the intended domain.

General-purpose high-level languages using a library of algorithmic skeletons [2, 5, 7, 15] can also provide abstraction for computation and data, and rely on adaptive libraries to achieve performance portability. To fully support general purpose applications, the coverage of skeletons to architecture becomes an important issue.

In this paper, we present a general-purpose, high-level programming language, Tangram, that offers performance portability while maintaining productivity of the programmer. Tangram achieves this goal by decoupling architecture-dependent optimizations from high-level abstractions of computational patterns. Unlike algorithmic skeletons [5, 7, 15], which contain rich computation and data-structure libraries targeting a variety of architectures, Tangram only provides data-structure-based libraries. Transformations occur in Tangram either with data-structure-based libraries or by explicitly specifying an optimization rewriting rule. The rules are more aggressive than conventional compiler transformations, since the programmer gives the compiler more information from the application domain.

This paper makes following contributions:

- We propose a tuning-friendly high-level language that achieves high performance and performance portability on both CPUs and GPUs.
- We demonstrate that programs written in the proposed language are easy to maintain, debug, and incrementally improve, thus increasing efficiency of the programmer.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes Tangram’s design. Section 3 presents features of Tangram. Section 4 shows selected examples and their performance evaluation. Section 5 discusses the current limitation and potential future work. Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 7 concludes.

2 Tangram Language

Performance portability is addressed in Tangram using a mixture of syntax to allow for performance tuned variables, abstract containers that simplify the analysis and development of algorithms, and loop manipulation primitives that enable transformations such as tiling, vectorization, and threading. Tangram admits multiple functionally equivalent implementations. This approach enlarges the design space and enables performance portable support for different hardware and runtime primitives. Type qualifiers and annotations allow programmers to override the choice of codelets and/or to specify the chosen transformation. This strategy allows programmers to bypass the tuning phase and provide customized algorithms for a specific algorithm or architecture.
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2.1 Codelet

Tangram adopts the codelet programming model [23] and extends it to facilitate performance portability, productivity, and maintainability. A codelet in Tangram is a coarse-grained code segment. Multiple codelets share the same name and function signature if they offer equivalent functionality for the current program. These codelets form a spectrum. Each codelet in a spectrum can be implemented either using different algorithms or the same algorithm but with different optimization techniques. Substituting one codelet for another in the same spectrum is considered a transformation of the program.

There are two kinds of codelets. Atomic codelets do not invoke other codelets in their implementations, while compound codelets do. Compound codelets may not be a scheduling quantum in execution, unlike the original codelet execution model. Leaving the decision of scheduling to either runtime or compiler allows the implementation to adapt across architectures. Multiple independent instances of an atomic codelet can form a kernel, which is similar to an OpenCL kernel. Furthermore, before scheduling is determined, a compound codelet can be decimated to multiple atomic codelets. The decimated codelets can then be fused. Fig. 1 shows an example of four codelets that implement the reduction pattern. The atomic codelet, shown in Fig. 1(a), performs the reduction sequen-
tially, while the compound codelets, shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d), partition the workload into multiple reductions and then performs another level of reduction. To guarantee that each compound codelet can be transformed, each codelet spectrum contains at least one atomic codelet or a compound codelet invoking a spectrum which can terminate. Although a spectrum can be compiled to an unbounded set of possible codes due to recursion, in practice, the transformation step is pruned based on architectural limitations such as depth of the memory hierarchy and resource constraints.

2.2 Vectorized Codelet

A codelet can be also categorized based on its granularity. A sequential codelet executes sequentially. A vectorized codelet, on the other hand, is executed by a vector unit in semantic lock-step. The vectorized codelets are designed to describe a fine-grained communication pattern for vectorization, such as data shuffling across vector lanes. These codelets enlarge the design space by making use of the vector units prevalent in modern multi- and many-core architectures. Fig. 1(c) shows a vectorized codelet for the reduction where a tree-structure communication pattern, using the Kogge-Stone algorithm [11], is implemented.

Note that a vectorized codelet without communication across vector lanes is considered a group of sequential codelets with a particular scheduling, thus is regarded as redundant and is eliminated during compilation.

Tangram abstracts the architectural details, allowing vector length to be independent of the execution architecture constraints. Multiple instances, or parts of a vectorized codelet, can therefore be scheduled on an architectural vector unit.

2.3 Annotation and Qualifier

Sequential and vectorized codelets are distinguished by an annotation: vector. In a vectorized codelet, a _shared qualifier is used to label shared data across vector lanes, similar to OpenCL. Since codelets can be overloaded, a user may use a tag annotation to distinguish between them. The tag annotation is purely syntactical with no semantic meaning, but it may be used to differentiate between codelets during debugging. In Fig. 1(c), for example, the tag tag(kog) is used to document the fact that the codelet implements a Kogge-Stone reduction tree. The env annotation is used to label either architectural- or algorithmic-specific codelets, and provide strong hints to the compiler which can be used while synthesizing the kernel. Tuning-friendly qualifiers, such as _tunable and _fixed, can be used to label variables that are parameterized based on the granularity of the scheduling, the tiling factor, vector size, and cache line size of the target architecture.

2.4 Container

High-level languages provide containers to represent arrays. Containers allow programmers to reflect their intentions more clearly and avoid common bugs
found when using conventional linearized arrays. The container object also aids
the compiler, since consecutive accesses along a high dimension can be inferred
and proper optimizations applied.

Tangram codelets only accept scalars or containers as parameters. A wrap-
per function, which is not a codelet, is a user-defined function containing con-
ventional linearized arrays and converters which map the linearized arrays to
Tangram containers. In Tangram, conventional linearized arrays in a wrapper
function are always assumed to not alias for consistency with sequential seman-
tics in parallel execution.

2.5 Primitive

Tangram provides loop and data manipulating primitives which operate on
containers. Table 1 lists the primitives and their definitions. Both map and
partition are used to build compound codelets. The map primitive indicates
independent workloads, which can be scheduled in parallel. The partition prim-
itive indicates a data usage pattern which can be applied for better sharing or
caching in parallel computing.

Unlike most library-based high-level languages, Tangram does not provide
computational primitives, such as histogram or FFT. One main reason is that
properties of a computational primitive might vary across applications or do-
 mains. A reduction, for example, in one domain may maintain both associativ-
ity and commutativity, while it may only maintain associativity in others. For a
library designer, choosing these computational patterns and generality is not an
easy task. Therefore, Tangram lets users build their own computational patterns
using built-in loop and data manipulating primitives.

Another reason is that Tangram is not a pure library-based high-level lan-
guage. Since high-level languages often rely on libraries which are commonly
missing in emerging architectures, these languages tend to not be able to per-
form well and users are required to hand optimize until a new version of the
underlying library is released or the language is updated. Therefore, Tangram
focuses on supporting performance portability without relying on these tradi-
tional computational primitives. Further, Tangram potentially can become an
internal library-building language for other library-based high-level languages.

3 Features

This section introduces the main features of Tangram, including transformation,
performance tuning, performance portability, productivity, and maintainability.

3.1 Transformation

Compared to traditional compilers, which require recognition of loop structures
through sophisticated analyses on flattened data structures, Tangram’s use of
Table 1. Primitive examples in Tangram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>map(f, c)</td>
<td>given a function (or codelet) f and container c, the result is a container where f is applied to each element in c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>partition(c, n, start, end, inc)</td>
<td>an input container c is split into n containers starting from a sequence start and ending at a sequence end with increment as a sequence inc, the result is a container of containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zip(c1, c2)</td>
<td>given two input containers of the same length, the output is a container of (c1i, c2i) pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iter_product(c1, c2)</td>
<td>given two input containers, the output is the Cartesian product of the containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence(start, end, inc)</td>
<td>outputs a container of integer sequence from start to end with increment inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence(c)</td>
<td>outputs an infinite integer sequence of the constant c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>container_sequence(c, start, end, inc)</td>
<td>given an integer container c with indices from start to end with increment inc, the result is a sequence converted from the container.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Containers facilitate easy reasoning about transformations such as tiling, vectorization, privatization, blocking, coarsening, and thread-level parallelization [20]. The transformations are internally implemented within the map and partition primitives. Data layout transformation [22], locality-aware transformations, and scheduling can be achieved using strong locality hints implied by containers. Tiling exploiting architecture-specific memory, such as scratchpad or texture memory, can also be chosen during compilation.

Complicated transformations that are traditionally difficult in compiler frameworks can be described by programmers using substitute codelets. These transformations may include change of access pattern, application-specific transformations, or algorithm choices. Also, architecture- or environment-specific primitives can also be applied in substitute codelets with the env annotation. For example, a shuffle instructions in NVIDIA Kepler GPUs, SSE intrinsics in CPUs, or reduction primitives in MPI can be applied during synthesis in Tangram.

3.2 Performance Tuning and Portability

There are three tuning dimensions in Tangram. First, switching codelets can dramatically expand design spaces, compared to common high-level languages. For example, transforming a sequential to a vectorized codelet potentially can provide a finer-grained workload, which is infeasible in most refactoring tools. Furthermore, the env annotation enables tuning for specific environments or architectures while isolating the logic from these tuning parameters. Second, general loop transformations as described in the previous section can be tailored with proper granularities. Third, the _tunable qualifier allows strong hints for parameterization from programmers, enabling use of adaptive-grained codelets. It also provides a smoother tuning curve than the coarsening techniques commonly used in OpenCL compilers [8, 9, 16, 17], since the coarsening techniques tend to
serialize independent workloads originally scheduled in parallel, while Tangram has more flexible adjustment to schedule workloads based on the \texttt{tunable} qualifier.

A tuning-friendly programming language with rich design spaces in multiple architectures potentially can achieve high performance across different architectures. Therefore, performance portability in Tangram is achieved by retuning the program to another architecture. Specialized intrinsics or built-in primitives of a given new architecture can be easily introduced in Tangram by adding substitute codelets if necessary.

### 3.3 Productivity

Tangram, like most high-level languages, provides abstractions to reduce application complexity. Also, unlike OpenCL, Tangram benefits from codelet reuse within a kernel and even across kernels. Considering performance portability, OpenCL may require kernel rewriting to effectively adapt to different architectures.

### 3.4 Maintainability

Tangram is designed with user debugging in mind. Since optimizations are decoupled from logic, users express high-level intent rather than coding architectural details, which may introduce bugs and limit portability. Since codelets within a spectrum are supposed to be functionally equivalent, codelet substitution can be used for verification. Output difference from substitute codelets potentially would only arise due to bugs in the codelet implementation. Small variations, such as rounding errors, may happen among substitute codelets, and tolerance can be introduced during testing.

Building substitute codelets in Tangram can be considered as incremental improvement for a program. Since substitute codelets provide the same functionality, one codelet per spectrum is the only necessary part to generate correct results. Other languages may require programmers to rewrite the kernel to exploit a new architectural feature. Tangram only requires adding substitute codelets that materializes the feature. In this process, minimal code changes are required to adapt to new architectures.

Even when the applied algorithm varies in a given program, codelets might still be reusable across algorithms. Also, specialized intrinsics or primitives for an architecture can be introduced by adding new substitute codelets. These would propagate up to the compound codelets garnering benefits.

### 4 Example and Evaluation

Tangram is currently implemented in C++ using a directive-based approach, with the compiler implemented using Clang as a source-to-source compiler. Access pattern analyses in containers consider only stride-one accesses in all dimensions. A kernel can be synthesized by inlining multiple instances of one codelet
Fig. 2. Performance of 64M-integer Sum Reduction

with a map primitive. Codes across different domains are evaluated to demonstrate the features of Tangram. Tangram currently works in a shared memory model, and in terms of output source codes, Tangram currently supports C with OpenMP for a multicore CPU, and CUDA for NVIDIA GPUs. All evaluations are performed on a NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU and a quad-core Intel Xeon E5520 2.2Hz CPU, with -O3 flags in gcc 4.4.5, nvcc 4.2, and icc 13.0.1.

4.1 Reduction

Reduction is a simple example to illustrate Tangram codelets and the transformations performed. In Reduction, four substitute codelets, shown in Fig. 1, are written to represent the spectrum. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show synthesized results against manually optimized Reduction. Tangram can achieve almost 100% of performance against the manually optimized program in both architectures. For GPUs, Tangram selects a four-level hierarchical reduction, which is an adjacent-tiled reduction, shown in Fig. 1(b), containing stride-tiled reductions, shown in Fig. 1(d), as both inner and outer reductions. In each stride-tiled reduction, a vectorized and a sequential reduction form outer and inner reductions, respectively. On the other hand, for CPUs, Tangram selects a two-level hierarchical reduction, which is an adjacent-tiled reduction containing sequential reductions as both inner and outer reductions. Particularly, the adjacent-tiled reduction is parallel-friendly for multi-processors or multi-cores, and the stride-tiled reduction is vectorization-friendly for GPUs due to its stride-one memory access.

We also evaluate the results by removing the stride-tiled compound codelet from the spectrum. Tangram is robust enough to find an alternative kernel and achieves up to 85% of performance against the manually optimized code on GPUs. This demonstrates robustness of both built-in general loop transformation and codelet switching.

4.2 DGEMM

Double-precision General Matrix Multiplication (DGEMM) represents a common pattern of computation in scientific computing. It is chosen to demonstrate robustness of built-in tiling and coarsening transformation using high-level abstraction with containers. Fig. 3(a) shows synthesized GPU results against DGEMM in cuBLAS library, hand-optimized and naive implementations in the Parboil benchmark suite [21]. Tangram achieves up to 93.6% of performance against the well-tuned cuBLAS code, and outperforms the manually optimized and naive versions in Parboil by factors of 1.6× and 8.3×, respectively.
Fig. 3. Performance of DGEMM with two 2K-by-2K matrices

Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding Tangram CPU results against (multi-threaded) DGEMM in MKL library, and the OpenMP implementation in Parboil. With an extra SSE-intrinsic codelet, Tangram achieves up to 86.4\% of performance against the well-tuned MKL DGEMM and outperforms the OpenMP version by a factor of 15.9×. Without the SSE-intrinsic codelet, Tangram shows 50.9\% of performance against MKL and outperforms the naïve OpenMP version by a factor of 9.3×. This shows that incremental improvement by introducing SSE intrinsics in the codelets dramatically boost the performance, while codelets without SSE intrinsics still gain reasonable benefits from tiling and blocking in Tangram compiler, and auto-vectorization in icc.

4.3 SpMV

SpMV (Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication) is one of the most important building blocks in sparse linear algebra. It is chosen to demonstrate how containers can simplify analyses. Two SpMV versions with CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) and ELL (ELLPACK) formats are implemented to demonstrate cache selection and data placement, instead of automatic SpMV format selection. Implementing two versions can evaluate code reuse in a software development process. The only codelet that is different (out of 7) between CSR and ELL SpMV is shown in Fig. 4. Both CSR and ELL SpMV codelets compute sparse dot products using the same codelet (spvv_dotproduct). However, due to different matrix formats, CSR and ELL SpMV codelets have different data partitions for accessing two containers holding matrix entries and column indices. Most information of memory accesses in CSR SpMV is data dependent and cannot be analyzed by the compiler due to indirect accesses, but abstraction of CSR SpMV still indicates critical information in sequence(1), which means adjacent memory accesses within an instance (a row in this case) of a map primitive. In ELL, abstraction provides a critical hint in sequence(...,1,...), which means adjacent memory accesses among adjacent instances of the map primitive. Tangram uses this information to synthesize different SpMV kernels, though both share almost the same codelets.

Tangram examines the lambda function (in the first two lines) and discerns that all instances of function applications share the same container in_vec. This implies that the data of in_vec should be cached and shared across the computation to garner a shorter latency and a higher bandwidth. Data may have irregular or indirect accesses, which can be inferred by analyzing the used codelet (spvv_dotproduct). Architectures may provide memory structures to support
#pragma tgm
Array<1, float> spmv_csr(...)
{
  return map([]() { return spvv_dotproduct(val, idx, in_vec); },
    zip(
      partition(in_M, dim, container_sequence(in_ptr, 0, 1, in_ptr.size() - 1),
        sequence(1), // <- locality
        container_sequence(in_ptr, 1, in_ptr.size())),
      partition(in_idx, dim, container_sequence(in_ptr, 0, 1, in_ptr.size()) ,
        sequence(1), // <- locality
        container_sequence(in_ptr, 1, in_ptr.size()))));
}

#pragma tgm
Array<1, float> spmv_ell(...)
{
  return map([]() { return spvv_dotproduct(val, idx, in_vec); },
    zip(
      partition(in_M, dim, sequence(0, 1, cols_per_row), // <- locality
        sequence(cols_per_row),
        sequence((cols_per_row - 1) * dim, 1, cols_per_row * dim)), // <- locality
      partition(in_idx, dim, sequence(0, 1, cols_per_row), // <- locality
        sequence(cols_per_row),
        sequence((cols_per_row - 1) * dim, 1, cols_per_row * dim))); // <- locality
}

(a) SpMV CSR codelet
(b) SpMV ELL codelet

Fig. 4. Codelets of SpMV

(a) GPU
(b) CPU

Fig. 5. Performance of SpMV with BCSSTK18 matrix [1]

this irregular accesses. In this case, texture memory in GPUs potentially can be applied.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) show generated Tangram results against CUSparse and MKL libraries. Tangram can achieve almost 100% of performance against the existing libraries.

5 Current Limitation and Future Work

As shown in Section 4.1 and 4.2, a spectrum of codelets might impact performance of a program. Building a complete and robust spectrum may require expert’s efforts or thorough understanding of applications. It might therefore be challenging to a novice to come up with a minimal set of codelets that cover the algorithm and result in speeds that compete with the optimal libraries.

Redundant codelets within a spectrum might reduce maintainability and increase complexity of autotuning. Redundant codelet removal could alleviate such overhead using techniques such as AST-level preprocessing.
The current autotuning process is built in Tangram. Future work would introduce a description language for autotuning, so this would allow Tangram to either interact with other autotuning frameworks or support new architectures easily.

6 Related Work

Tangram is inspired by multiple high-level languages [2, 5, 7, 15], Triolet [15] for example provides a similar language design based on list comprehension, but it adopts Python, instead of C++, and does not allow fine-tuned modification of the implementation syntax as can be done using codelets.

DSLs [4, 12–14] potentially can achieve all features Tangram can provide in their own domains. However, they are not general to cover applications from other domains. Rewriting-based languages [2] or libraries [13] have similar abilities to Tangram. They heavily rely on rewriting rules to seek performance gains. Tangram keeps balanced between rewriting rules and traditional optimizations, including loop transformations, thread scheduling, granularity adaptation, and data placement, and then achieves both high performance and productivity.

Conventional OpenCL compilers [6, 8–10, 16–19] rely on code patterns and use sophisticated analyses and transformations to optimize for specific architectures. Tangram inherits a certain degree of those transformations but simplifies analyses using abstractions and containers. PEPPHER [3] maintains multiple implementations of kernels across architectures, while Tangram maintains both architecture-dependent and architecture-independent codelets to synthesize kernels across architectures.

7 Conclusion

We present Tangram, a general-purpose, high-level language to support future parallel programming on multi-/many-core architectures. It achieves high performance across multiple architectures and provides productivity and maintainability by separating architecture-specific optimizations from computational pattern design, and embracing tuning-friendly interface, abstract containers, and codelet substitution. Tangram’s synthesized programs are comparable in performance to existing well-optimized counterparts on both CPUs and GPUs.
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